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Abstract. A binary constraints network consists of a set of n variables,
defined on domains of size at most d, and a set of e binary constraints.
The binary constraint satisfaction problem consists in finding a solution for a binary constraints network, that is an instantiation of all the
variables which satisfies all the constraints. A value a in the domain of
variable x is inconsistent if there is no solution which assigns a to x.
Many filtering techniques have been proposed to filter out inconsistent
values from the domains. Most of them are based on enforcing a given
kind of local consistency. One of the most important such consistencies is
max-restricted path consistency. The fastest algorithm to enforce maxrestricted path consistency has a O(end3 ) time complexity and a O(end)
space complexity. In this paper we present two improved algorithms for
the same problem. The first still has a O(end3 ) time complexity, but it
reduces the space usage to O(ed). The second improves the time complexity to O(end2.575 ), and has a O(end2 ) space complexity.
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Introduction

Constraint programming is a declarative programming paradigm which allows
to naturally formulate computational problems [10]. A computational problem
is formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem, which consists in deciding
whether there is an instantiation of a set of variables, defined on finite domains,
which satisfies a set of constraints. Any such instantiation is a solution for the
constraints network. The task of the constraint programming system is to find
a solution (or alternatively all the solutions, or the “best” one). Any constraint
satisfaction problem can be reduced [11] to an equivalent binary constraint satisfaction problem, that is a constraint satisfaction problem where each constraint
involves only a pair of variables.
A value a in the domain of variable x is inconsistent if there is no solution
which assigns a to x. Inconsistent values can be filtered out from the domains
?
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without loosing any solution. Since the binary constraint satisfaction problem is
N P -complete, there is no hope that all the inconsistent values can be detected in
polynomial time. For this reason, local consistency properties have been studied,
which allow to “quickly” remove a subset of the inconsistent values.
Some of the most important such consistencies are arc consistency [1,9], path
inverse consistency [3,6,7] and ` inverse consistency [6,7].
In [4], a new and promising local consistency property has been proposed:
the max-restricted path consistency. Computational experiments give evidence
that max-restricted path consistency offers a particularly good compromise between computational cost and pruning efficiency [5]. Debruyne and Bessiere [4]
developed the fastest known filtering algorithm based on max-restricted path
consistency, denoted by max-RPC-1, which has a O(end3 ) time complexity and
a O(end) space complexity, where n is the number of variables, e is the number
of binary constraints and d is the size of the largest domains.
In this paper we present a new algorithm for the same task, which we denote
by max-RPC-2, with the same time complexity as max-RPC-1, but with a smaller
space complexity, that is O(ed).
As a second contribution of this paper, we shortly describe a variant of max-RPC-2
of O(end2.575 ) time complexity and O(end2 ) space complexity. This algorithm
makes use of fast matrix multiplication.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce
some preliminaries. In Section 3 we present Algorithm max-RPC-2. In Section 4
we shortly describe how to reduce the time complexity via fast matrix multiplication.
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Preliminaries

A binary constraints network is a triple (X , D, C), where X = {x1 , x2 . . . xn } is
a set of n variables, D = {D1 , D2 . . . Dn } is a set of n domains of cardinality at
most d, and C = {C{i1 ,j1 } , C{i2 ,j2 } . . . C{ie ,je } } is a set of e binary constraints.
Variable xi is defined over domain Di . By ai we denote an element of Di . For
simplicity and without lost of generality, we assume that all the values in the
domains are distinct. We moreover assume that the domains are ordered (the
order can be fixed arbitrarily). A value assignment is a pair (xi , ai ), whose
meaning is that we assign the value ai to variable xi . An instantiation is a set
of value assignments, one for each variable. A binary constraint C{i,j} describes
which assignments of values to the variables xi and xj are mutually compatible.
The constraint C{i,j} can be represented extensively through a 0-1 matrix Ai,j
which we interpret in the following way: Ai,j [ai , aj ] = 1 if and only if the pair
of value assignments (xi , ai ) and (xj , aj ) satisfy the constraint C{i,j} . Notice
that there may be pairs of variables xi and xj for which there is no constraint
C{i,j} in C. In that case all the assignments of values to xi and xj are mutually
compatible. A solution is an instantiation which satisfies all the constraints.
The binary constraint satisfaction problem consists in deciding whether a binary
constraints network admits a solution.

A value ai is inconsistent if there is no solution which assigns ai to variable
xi . A value ai is max-restricted path consistent if it has a path-consistent support
on each variable xj such that C{i,j} ∈ C. A path-consistent support for ai on xj
is a value aj ∈ Dj such that Ai,j [ai , aj ] = 1 and the pair {ai , aj } has at least one
witness on each variable xk such that C{i,k} and C{j,k} belong to C. A witness
for {ai , aj } on xk is a value ak ∈ Dk such that Ai,k [ai , ak ] = Aj,k [aj , ak ] = 1.
A subdomain D0 of D is a set {D10 , D20 . . . Dn0 } such that, for any i ∈ {1, 2 . . . n},
0
Di ⊆ Di . The order of D0 is the sum of the cardinalities of the domains Di0 . A
subdomain D0 is max-restricted path consistent if, for any i ∈ {1, 2 . . . n}, Di0
is non-empty and all the values a0i ∈ Di0 are max-restricted path consistent.
By Dmax-RPC we denote the max-restricted path consistent subdomain of D of
maximum order (if any).
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Max-Restricted Path Consistency in Less Space

The fastest known filtering algorithm based on max-restricted path consistency,
max-RPC-1 [4], has a O(end3 ) time complexity and a O(end) space complexity. In
this section we present a new algorithm for the same problem, which we denote
by max-RPC-2, with the same time complexity as max-RPC-1 but with a smaller
space complexity, that is O(ed).
Let (X , D, C) be a binary constraints network. Our algorithm removes nonmax-restricted path consistent values from the domains one by one, until a domain becomes empty or all the remaining values are max-restricted path consistent.
The algorithm uses two kinds of data structures. A set DelSet of integers
and a set Sa of values for each value a. The set DelSet is used to keep trace of
the domains from which a value has been removed. Whenever we remove a value
ai , we store i in DelSet. The set Sai is used to store the last path-consistent
support aj found for ai on variable xj , for any xj such that C{i,j} ∈ C.
The algorithm consists of two main steps: an initialization step and a propagation step. In the initialization step we consider each value ai and we check if
it is max-restricted path consistent. If not, we remove ai from Di and we add i
to DelSet. Otherwise we store the path-consistent supports found for ai in Sai .
In the propagation step we have to propagate efficiently the effects of deletions. In fact, the deletion of one value can induce as a side effect the deletion
of other values (which were previously recognized as max-restricted path consistent). There are substantially two kinds of such situations. The first case is when
we delete the unique path-consistent support aj for the value ai on the variable
xj . The second is when we remove the unique witness aj on variable xj for the
pair {ai , ak }, where ak is the unique path-consistent support for ai on variable
xk . In both cases the value ai is not max-restricted path consistent.
Thus in the propagation step, until DelSet is not empty, we extract an integer
j from DelSet and we proceed as follows. We consider any value ai , with C{i,j} ∈
C, and we check if ai is not max-restricted path consistent because of one of the

two situations described above. In particular, we first check if the last pathconsistent support aj found for ai on xj (which is stored in Sai ), still belongs
to Dj . If not, we search for a new path-consistent support for ai on xj , and
we update Sai accordingly. If such path-consistent support does not exist, ai
is removed and i is added to DelSet. Then, if ai has not been removed in the
previous step, for any variable xk such that C{i,k} and C{j,k} belong to C, we
consider the last path-consistent support ak found for ai on xk (which is stored
in Sai ). We check if the pair {ai , ak } has a witness on variable xj (by simply
considering all the values in Dj ). If not, we search for a new path-consistent
support for ai on xk , and we update Sai accordingly. If such path-consistent
support does not exist, ai is removed and i is added to DelSet. In both cases,
when we search for a new path-consistent support, we follow the order on the
corresponding domain. This way we make sure that the same potential pathconsistent support is checked at most once.
Theorem 1. Let (X , D, C) be a binary constraints network, with n variables, defined on domains of size at most d, and e constraints. Algorithm max-RPC-2 computes Dmax-RPC or determines that it does not exist in O(ed) space and O(end3 )
time.
Proof (Sketch). Without loss of generality, we assume e = Ω(n). Moreover we
indicate with ei the number of domains Dj such that C{i,j} ∈ C. The set DelSet
requires O(n) space. For each ai , the set Sai takes O(ei ) space. Then the space
Pk
complexity of max-RPC-2 is O(n + i=1 ei d) = O(ed).
The time complexity is bounded by the cost of searching for witnesses (which
is required for both searching for new path-consistent supports and for checking
previously detected ones). Searching for a witness costs O(d). Then checking a
potential path-consistent support aj for a value ai on variable xj costs O(ej +
ei d) = O(n + ei d). Value ai has O(d) potential path-consistent supports on each
of the O(ei ) variables xj such that C{i,j} ∈ C. No potential path-consistent
support is checked more than
Pn once.2 Thus the total cost3to search for new pathconsistent supports is O
i=1 ei d (n + ei d) = O(end ). Whenever a deletion
occurs into a domain Dj , we have to search for a witness on xj for all the pairs of
values {ai , ak } where ak is the current path-consistent support for ai on xk , and
C{i,j} , C{i,k} and C{j,k} belong to C. The number of such pairs is O(e2j d), and
we can detect them in O((ei + ej )d) = O((n + ej )d) steps. Each check costs O(d).
Since domain Dj is interested
by O(d) deletions, the total cost of these checks

Pn
2
2
3
is O
j=1 d (nd + ej d) = O(end ). Thus the time complexity of max-RPC-2
is O(end3 ).



Notice that Algorithm max-RPC-2 may check the same potential witness for
a given pair of values more than once: since these redundant checks are relatively
infrequent, they do not affect the total time complexity. Algorithm max-RPC-1
instead, avoids redundancies by storing (in O(end) space) all the witnesses found:
this way, the space complexity is increased without reducing asymptotically the
time complexity.

4

Max-Restricted Path Consistency in Less Time

The first author [7] developed a fast path inverse consistency based filtering
algorithm, based on fast matrix multiplication. A similar technique can be applied to max-restricted path consistency. In particular, given a triple of variables
xi , xj , xk , there is a decremental procedure to maintain the number of witnesses
for each pair of the kind {ai , aj } on xk , during deletions of values in Dk , which
has a O(d2.376 ) initialization cost, a O(d0.575 ) query cost and a O(d1.575 ) amortized updating cost per deletion. Using this procedure, one can develop a variant of Algorithm max-RPC-2, of O(end2.575 ) time complexity and O(end2 ) space
complexity. For reasons of space, we cannot enter into details.
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